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Minutes of the Economic and Smart Communities 

Strategic Reference Group 

held on Wednesday 28 August 2019 

in the Councillors Room, Manly Town Hall 

Commencing at 6:07pm 

 

ATTENDANCE: 

Committee Members 

Mayor Michael Regan (Chair) (Left the meeting at 7:06pm) 

Cr David Walton  

Cr Sue Heins   

Cr Stuart Sprott  

Andy West  

Drew Johnson Manly Business Chamber (Left the meeting at 7:06pm) 

Peter Middleton Newport Residents Association 

Geri Moorman  

Gordon Lang  

Council Officer Contacts 

Kath McKenzie Executive Manager, Community Engagement & Communications 

Katie Kirwan Governance Officer 

Deb Kempe Team Leader Economic Development & Tourism 

Felicity Shonk Economic Development Officer 

Claire Chaikin-Bryan Project Manager 

Visitors 

Fiona Milner Behavioural Architects 
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Note: Cr Sue Heins assumed the position of Chair as Mayor Regan advised he would be 
leaving the meeting at 7pm.  

1.0 APOLOGIES 

Apologies were received from Sandy Coxon, Ngaire Young and Stuart White. 

2.0 DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest. 

3.0 CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS  

3.1 MINUTES OF ECONOMIC AND SMART COMMUNITIES STRATEGIC REFERENCE 
GROUP MEETING HELD 29 MAY 2019 

DISCUSSION 

Gordon Lang and Peter Middleton noted that they don’t feel the Minutes are a true reflection of the 
discussion that took place at the meeting. Cr Heins agreed and noted that she feels the content is 
diluted. 

Kath McKenzie, Executive Manager Community Engagement & Communications advised that the 
Minutes are recorded as a general overview of the discussion. She recommended that when an 
action is raised by the group that it will be called out to ensure it is captured in the minutes 
accordingly.  This was supported by everyone.  

Members advised that they would like more detail recorded going forward and it was agreed that a 
‘draft’ version would be circulated to members for comment before publishing. 

ACTIONS 

1. Governance will re-circulate Minutes from 29 May 2019 previous meeting to members for 
additional comment. 

2. Governance will circulate Minutes from now on as ‘draft’ for comment prior to publishing. 

   

4.0 UPDATE ON ACTIONS FROM LAST MEETING 

Nil   

5.0 AGENDA ITEMS 

 

Note: The order of business was changed to allow Item 5.3 – ‘Update on Employment Study’ 
 to be the first item on the Agenda.  
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5.3 UPDATE ON EMPLOYMENT STUDY - DEB KEMPE  

DISCUSSION 

Felicity Shonk, Economic Development Officer introduced Fiona Milner from Behavioural Architects 
and provided members with a background of the Employment Study currently underway, and noted 
that as an input into this study, Council engaged Behavioural Architects to provide qualitative 
insights into  what motivates where people work or locate businesses through a series of business 
and resident worker focus groups.   

Fiona Milner, Behavioural Architects introduced herself and provided members with some 
background on her organisation and a brief overview on behavioural economics. F Milner 
presented members (see attachment 1) with the results from the focus groups and noted the 
following strategic opportunities: 

1. Increasing working from home 
2. Create sense of community for local business 
3. Change social norms around working on Northern Beaches to increase appetite 

Cr Heins noted that there are a significant amount of large organisations that operate out of hubs 
or serviced offices but the wider community are not necessarily aware of it. Cr Heins noted that if 
people realised this and understood what facilities were available, it would likely increase the 
amount of people working locally.  

Drew Johhnson noted that there are probably a lot of people who want to work from home but are 
unable to due to their employers policy. He noted that  changing the culture in this respect is a 
huge challenge. D Johnson also noted that WHS regulations are likely to inhibit the possibility of 
people working from home.  

Members were separated into two groups and participated in a workshop to provide feedback on 
insights and interventions to increase opportunities to work locally. 

Note: Workshop notes attached (Attachment 2).  

 

5.1 UPDATE ON ACTIVATION PLANS – KATH MCKENZIE 

DISCUSSION 

K McKenzie presented members with an update on place activations (Attachment 3). 

K McKenzie noted the following points specifically: 

 The Placescore (https://www.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/community/place-making/our-
approach 

 Avalon had the highest number of completed surveys 

 Discussed the difference between place planning activation and strategic planning 

 Current and planned activations. 

K McKenzie discussed a number of activations that have been delivered, in particular the 
Freshwater pop-up fresh fruit and produce market.  She discussed some informal community 
feedback and noted it appears that this trial has been very successful to date.  

Cr Heins praised the choice of retailers for the market in Freshwater and questioned whether the 
aim is that the operator(s) will then apply for a licence. G Lang questioned whether the markets 
and the pop-up outdoor dining would need consent.  K McKenzie advised that these activation 

https://www.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/community/place-making/our-approach
https://www.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/community/place-making/our-approach
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trials are ultimately what Council would like to implement if the community support it and if they 
become permanent, then the appropriate licensing and consent will need to be obtained through 
the correct channels.  

Cr Stuart Sprott noted the success of the Frenchs Forest activation and since then local 
businesses are coming together and starting to plan events themselves. 

Cr Heins suggested that local community organisations would benefit from developing presentation 
and promotional skills and suggested this may be something Council can assist these groups with. 
K McKenzie advised that this is something that can be explored.   

P Middleton noted that there were some misunderstandings in the community when the Newport 
Activation plan first went out for consultation, following community reaction to the previous draft 
Mona Vale place plan which proposed increased heights.  He noted that when it was later 
understood to be a tactical plan to invigorate the area and not a strategic land-use plan, people 
were engaged again. 

as the draft plan recommended a six storey development.  He noted it was later revealed to be a 
tactical plan to invigorate the area, and not a strategic plan, and people were engaged again.  

K McKenzie noted that the Communications Strategy revealed that although the large events are 
well received, families want smaller events in their local community. She advised that Council will 
need to analyse the return on investment for these trials but ultimately, when the community are 
involved and invested, they can be relatively inexpensive. 

G Lang praised the work and advised he felt this was a fantastic way of promoting vibrancy for the 
community and businesses.  

Cr Sprott noted that these are real grass roots activities which help build a community. He also 
noted that there are a lot of smaller retailers who struggle who would benefit from Council’s support 
in this area.  

ACTIONS  

1. K McKenzie to provide Cr Heins with a copy of the Seaforth Activation Plan.  

 

5.2 UPDATE ON DESTINATION MANAGEMENT PLAN - DEB KEMPE  

DISCUSSION 

D Kempe provided members with a brief update on the Destination Management Plan, highlighting 
the following points: 

 Went out to the community with key directions paper in June/July including the position 
statement (as provided by the SRG) to test the appetite of the community. 
 

 There was a lot of interest in terms of visitation to the document on line. 

 Over 30 responses which is not huge but the document was very high level and therefore 
this number of responses is significant. Most of the feedback was positive.  
 

 Key issues identified were transport and accommodation. This has been fed back to 
consultants who have provided a draft which Council staff are working through with them.  

P Middleton noted that some of the community comments are concerning, for example, the tourist 
tax on visitors. He noted that this would surely discourage visitors.  

K McKenzie noted that Brian Brown did a recent promotional video for the Palm Beach movie 
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which has attracted a lot of views due to the tags on social media which has significantly raised the 
profile of destination management.  

   6.0 GENERAL BUSINESS  

6.1 NEW CATEGORY FOR FEE WAIVER/REDUCTION – COUNCILLOR WALTON  

 DISCUSSION 

Cr David Walton noted that the new category for fee waiver or reduction was adopted at the 
Council Meeting on 27 August 2019. 

 

6.2 SMALL BUSINESS MONTH – FELICITY SHONK 

 DISCUSSION 

Small business month is coming up soon.  Notification of dates will be sent to members shortly. 

 

6.3 SMART BINS – SHELLY BEACH – CLAIRE CHAIKIN-BRYAN  

 DISCUSSION 

Smart Bins are now installed at Shelly Beach.  

 

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 

ITEM 
NO. 

ACTION RESPONSIBLE 
OFFICER 

DUE DATE 

3.1 

Re-circulate Minutes from May 29 meeting to 
members for comment.  

K Kirwan ASAP 

3.1 

Governance will circulate Minutes from now on as 
‘draft’ for comment prior to publishing. 

K Kirwan Ongoing 

5.1 
Kath McKenzie to provide Cr Heins with a copy of the 
Seaforth Activation Plan. 

K McKenzie ASAP 

 

The meeting concluded at 8:13pm 

This is the final page of the Minutes comprising 6 pages  
numbered 1 to 6 of the Economic and Smart Communities Strategic Reference Group meeting  

held on Wednesday 28 August 2019 and confirmed on Wednesday 6 November 2019 



Economic Development
- Economic and smart 
communities SRG 

28th August 2019 
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OUR AIM TODAY

• To share the barriers identified to working/running a business on the Northern 
Beaches and the interventions and strategies identified to address these barriers

• Capture SRG responses and feedback 
• To work together to build on and prioritise interventions for Economic Development



1. The Behavioural Architects

2. Background

3. Key findings

4. Strategic Foundations and interventions 
(workshop)

Agenda



The Behavioural Architects01



Global insight, research and strategic consultancy

Using the latest thinking from the behavioural sciences to help 
organisations better understand and influence behaviour

Pioneering new approaches alongside reinvigorating traditional 
methodologies

6



What is Behavioural Economics? 

7

Behavioural Economics is a scientific model 
of human behaviour which acknowledges 

and embraces the inherent biases and 
distortions that characterise human 

judgement and decision making. 

Photo by José Martín Ramírez C on 
Unsplash



Background02



To encourage businesses already based in 
Northern Beaches to stay on the Northern 

Beaches

For residents commuting out of the 
Northern Beaches to work from home once 

a week

For businesses to base themselves in the 
Northern Beaches For residents to take a job in the Northern 

Beaches

The Behavioural Objectives for Economic Development were refined based on how easy they 
are to do and subsequently achieve.

11

Ea
se

ResidentsBusinesses



Five Key Findings03



1. Residents and businesses are simply not aware of the businesses, workforce and professional 
environment on Northern Beaches, anchoring largely to relaxation and downtime. 

14

Saliency

Salience is the state or condition of 
being prominent. The salience of an 
item is what makes it stand out relative 
to its neighbours.

WYSIATI

What you see is all there is. We 
normally make our judgements and 
impressions according to the 
information we have available

There is a need to give salience to the workforce and businesses already 
based in Northern Beaches



2. There are specific perceptions associated with working on Northern Beaches which mean 
many businesses are not considered as serious as those outside.

15

Social Norms

We look to other people to guide us –
valuing their opinions and emulating 
their behaviours.

There is a need to change perceptions of working life and businesses 
based in Northern Beaches



3. Residents and businesses are endowed to their current lives and adjust their attitudes 
to fit their choices. 

16

Endowment Effect/Loss Aversion 

Ownership creates satisfaction: people 
place a higher value on an item they 
own than they do an identical item they 
do not own.

Loss Aversion

We overvalue and hate losing what we 
already have. Typically a loss hurts twice 
as much as a gain feels good. This bias 
explains the power of a free trial. People 
may also take huge, sometimes 
irrational risks in order to keep 
something.

‘I can surf at lunch’
Resident, working in Northern Beaches

There is a need to give salience and anchor people to the benefits of 
staying on the northern beaches

‘The money I make means I can 
afford a nice holiday.’

Resident, working in CBD



However residents also recognise they are losing valuable time when they commute out and 
see benefits in being closer to home

17

Working from 
Northern Beaches Working from CBD

Working from Chatswood/
Macquarie Park

There is a need to give salience and anchor people to the benefits of 
working closer to home



4. The commute is framed positively but very differently for those who work within and 
those who work outside the Northern Beaches.

18

Framing
How a little change in how something is 
presented can change the outcome.

Anchoring

We often look for a point of familiarity 
and rely on this point for decision-
making. 

WORK  WITHIN 
NORTHERN BEACHES
• Surf
• Catch up with 

friends
• Go for breakfast 

There is a need to frame the commute time as an opportunity for 
personal activities beyond admin

‘It’s me time’

COMMUTE OUT
• Admin 
• organise things
• Listen to podcasts



5. There is currently little reason to change behavior outside of life stage

19

Habits
Much of our behaviour is habitual and 
automatic. Habits are routines and 
behaviours or learned sequences of acts 
that have become automatic, 
unconscious responses to specific cues 
or triggers.

‘When I had kids, it made sense to 
work closer to home’

Resident, works in Northern Beaches

There is a need to break existing and embed new habits around working 
from the Northern Beaches



Strategic Foundations and 
interventions  (workshop)04



3. Change social norms around working on Northern Beaches to increase appetite
• Communicate number of businesses based in Northern Beaches, future plans and opportunities for 

working life

The strategic opportunities can be summarised and prioritised into 3 strategic pillars and work 
streams based on immediate to longer term impact. 

Economic Development – Strategic Opportunities

1. Increase working from home
• Campaign to increase working from LGA at least one day a month

• Provide more spaces to enable this

2. Create a sense of community for local businesses 
• Through targeted communication and collaboration to retain businesses 

Nb. Modelling is recommended to explore greatest return on investment . 



The following nudges and interventions have been developed based on 
an understanding of resident and business behaviour through research 

and applied behavioural science.



Economic Development can be focussed on three key areas

23

For 
businesses to 

base 
themselves in 

Northern 
Beaches 

For current 
businesses to 

stay in the 
northern 
beaches

For residents 
to work from 
home once a 

week

This subsequently impacts Northern 
Beaches residents to take jobs on 

Northern Beaches, with availability of 
jobs the greatest barrier.



Residents working from home once a week

24

For 
businesses to 

base 
themselves in 

Northern 
Beaches 

For current 
businesses to 

stay in the 
northern 
beaches

For residents 
to work from 
home once a 

week

This subsequently impacts Northern 
Beaches residents to take jobs on 

Northern Beaches, with availability of 
jobs the greatest barrier.



There are three key areas in which interventions can be used to increase working from home

25

Give salience to working from 
home

• Remind people of the option to 
work from home

• Remind people of the various 
places they can work from 
within Northern Beaches

Reframe the commute time 
as an opportunity to do 

something else

• Reinforce the benefits of 
reducing the commute time

Get people to stick to it

• Encourage a one day a 
month commitment to 

embed an ongoing habit



Nudge: Remind people of the various places they can work from when working from 
Northern Beaches

26

BARRIER: There are distractions 
at home and it’s boring not 
being around others.

NUDGE: Increase salience of co-working spaces, cafes, 
libraries etc.

For example:

• Clearer signage – ‘free wifi’ at local cafes with working 
space

• ‘Book a meeting room’ at local libraries



Nudge: Remind people of the various places they can work from when working from 
Northern Beaches

27

BARRIER: There are distractions 
at home and it’s boring not 
being around others.

NUDGE: Give salience to co working spaces based in 
Northern Beaches. 

Consider new spaces for working from Northern Beaches



Nudge: Reframe the commute time as an opportunity to do something else

28

NUDGE: Remind customers 
of the opportunity and re-
framing the benefit of having 
one day a month at home 

e.g. campaign showing 
residents what can be done 
during the same time 
(morning 
exercise/surf/swim/coffee/sc
hool run)

8am:  Monday vs Friday

Imagine what you could do 
with two more hours a week?BARRIER: Residents 

don’t think about 
working from home 
unless it’s a necessity 



Nudge: Get people to stick to it

29

NUDGE: Remind residents 
to lock one day from home 
into their diary today

8am:  Monday vs Friday

Imagine what you could do 
with two more hours a week?BARRIER: Residents 

don’t think about 
working from home 
unless it’s a necessity 

Schedule a work from home day 
every month, now



Nudge: Get people to stick to it

30

NUDGE: Piggy back on mental 
health campaigns (eg. R U Ok?)

Promote residents to think about 
their mental health and current 
work/life balance by advocating a 
work from home day once a 
month or week to ‘keep on top of 
things’

BARRIER: Residents 
don’t think about 
working from home 
unless it’s a necessity 



Nudge: Get people to stick to it

31

NUDGE: Piggy back on change in 
weather.

Promote residents to think about 
making more of their summer by 
committing to one day a month as 
the weather changes. 

BARRIER: Residents 
don’t think about 
working from home 
unless it’s a necessity 



32



For current businesses to stay in the Northern Beaches

34

For 
businesses to 

base 
themselves in 

Northern 
Beaches 

For residents 
to work from 
home once a 

week

This subsequently impacts Northern 
Beaches residents to take jobs on 

Northern Beaches, with availability of 
jobs the greatest barrier.

For current 
businesses to 

stay in the 
northern 
beaches



There are two key areas in which interventions can be used to ensure businesses stay on the 
Northern Beaches instead of ‘outgrowing’ the beaches acting as a key retention strategy.

35

Give salience to the benefits 
of continuing to grow a 

business in Northern Beaches

• Give salience to investment 
and future plans

Create a sense of community 
for businesses based in 

Northern Beaches

• Create networking 
opportunities

• Remind businesses of the 
other businesses also based in 

Northern Beaches



Nudge: Give salience to the benefits

36

BARRIER: Perception that once a 
business gets to a certain size it 
has outgrown Northern Beaches

NUDGE: Communicate with local businesses about 
the ongoing commitment to economic development 
and the businesses already based there and the scale 
of larger businesses as well as small.



Nudge: Create a sense of community for businesses based in Northern Beaches

37

BARRIER: Perception that once a 
business gets to a certain size it 
has outgrown Northern Beaches

NUDGE: Encourage local businesses to work together

• Hold Trade Fairs, mentoring opportunities and 
Networking events for specific industries

- E.g. Creative, finance, IT



Nudge: Create a sense of community for businesses based in Northern Beaches
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BARRIER: Perception that once a 
business gets to a certain size it 
has outgrown Northern Beaches

NUDGE: Target small businesses to create an 
ongoing dialogue about how the council can 
support them in growing their business within 
the Northern Beaches. 



Nudge: Create a sense of community for businesses based in Northern Beaches

39

BARRIER: Perception that once a 
business gets to a certain size it 
has outgrown Northern Beaches

Set targets for businesses to meet by the end of 
each financial year (e.g., increase profits by xx %) 
, and provide incentives for those that do (e.g., 
bonus for office equipment the following year 
etc.)



40



For current 
businesses to 

stay in the 
northern 
beaches

For businesses to base themselves in Northern Beaches

42

For 
businesses to 

base 
themselves in 

Northern 
Beaches 

For residents 
to work from 
home once a 

week

This subsequently impacts Northern 
Beaches residents to take jobs on 

Northern Beaches, with availability of 
jobs the greatest barrier.



There are two key areas in which interventions can be used to get businesses to move to 
Northern Beaches

43

Give salience to the benefits 
of basing a business in 

Northern Beaches

• Give salience to the businesses 
currently based in Northern 

Beaches

• Highlight the spaces available 
and the potential cost savings

Reframe Northern Beaches 
as a credible place to do 

business

• Change the social norms 
around surf and relaxing to 
include a credible business 

culture



Nudge: Reframe Northern Beaches as a credible place to do business

44

BARRIER: Perception other 
businesses based in Northern 
Beaches are not serious

NUDGE: Communicate 
with CEO’s and CFO’s

Generate social norms 
around basing a 
business in Northern 
Beaches

There are over 10 
thousand businesses based 
Northern Beaches – that’s 
xx  more than Surry Hills! 

Join us today.



Nudge: Reframe Northern Beaches as a credible place to work and do business

45

BARRIER: Perception businesses 
based in Northern Beaches are 
not serious

NUDGE: Increase salience of the wide (and 
growing) number of professional businesses on the 
Northern Beaches 

Disruptive Statement e.g. ‘Northern Beaches has 
second largest number of businesses in NSW, 
second only to the city!’



Nudge: Reframe Northern Beaches as a credible place to work and do business

46

BARRIER: Perception businesses 
based in Northern Beaches are 
not serious

NUDGE: Increase salience of modern business trends 
through campaigns/ads etc. highlighting the shift away 
from traditional norm of having to work in a CBD.

e.g., forward-thinking businesses, innovators, creatives 
etc. prefer to work in a less restrictive, more 
colourful/spacious environment

• Fuels creativity

• Increases productivity

• Encourage businesses to ‘ride the wave’



Nudge: Give salience to the benefits of basing a business in Northern Beaches

48

BARRIER: Cost to rent work 
spaces is more expensive

NUDGE: 
Communicate with 
CEO’s and CFO’s

Re-frame the cost 
of rent against cost 
of space elsewhere Why have 100Sq ft when you could 

have 400 sq ft? Imagine the 
increase in productivity.



Nudge: Reframe Northern Beaches as a credible place to do business

50

BARRIER: Perception other 
businesses based in Northern 
Beaches are not serious

NUDGE: Communicate the investment and 
changes in infrastructure



Nudge: Give salience to the benefits of basing a business and working in Northern 
Beaches

51

BARRIER: Lower wages do not 
support high cost of living

NUDGE: Incentives for locals to take a job on the Northern 
Beaches 

Eg. Reduced council rates/membership fees to local clubs



Nudge: Give salience to Northern Beaches as a credible place to work and do 
business

52

BARRIER: Lack of parking
NUDGE: Reduce parking rates for local business owners 
and employees



54



3. Change social norms around working on Northern Beaches to increase appetite
• Communicate number of businesses based in Northern Beaches, future plans and opportunities for 

working life

The strategic opportunities can be summarised and prioritised into 3 strategic pillars and work 
streams based on immediate to longer term impact. 

Economic Development – Strategic Opportunities

1. Increase working from home
• Campaign to increase working from LGA at least one day a month

• Provide more spaces to enable this

2. Create a sense of community for local businesses 
• Through targeted communication and collaboration to retain businesses 

Nb. Modelling is recommended to explore greatest return on investment . 
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Thank You!
Mike Daniels | mike@thebearchitects.com

Fiona Milner | fionam@thebearchitects.com



 

ECONOMIC & SMART COMMUNITY SRG – Workshop on Employment Study 

 

At the Economic & Smart Communities SRG on 28 August, the findings of a series of focus groups 
from local resident workers (including those who work on the Northern Beaches, as well as those 
who commute out daily), as well as business owners (both within and outside the Northern 
Beaches), were presented to the SRG by Behavioural Architects.  This highlighted the motivations 
as well as perceptions of working or running a business locally and what some of the barriers and 
triggers are to encouraging residents to work locally or establish a business here.   

Members of the SRG were broken into groups to discuss the findings and identify priority 
strategies.  A summary of the discussed are outline below. 

 

1. Working from Home 

Challenges 

 Question – Is this Council’s responsibility to encourage working from home? 
Suggestion to rephrase to “working locally”– benefit to community of reduce ‘cost’ of 
commuting including impact local and regional transport networks, social cohesion and 
mental health  

 Lack of spaces outside the home to work – cafes don’t like workers sitting on a coffee all 
day + poor ergonomics 

 OH&S barriers + IT data security issues – prevent corporate employers from allowing 
employees to work from home. “Sanctioned” office space such as satellite offices could 
help to overcome this and provide attractive lifestyle benefit to help companies retain talent. 

 Delineation between home and work can be an issue – Importance of dressing for work, 
having a dedicated space in the home and recognise it needs to suit your personality for it 
to work.  

 Challenge with probity for promoting businesses who are doing desired behaviours – 
suggested competition for your story of businesses who have started or grown locally to go 
on council website – the winner could be chosen by SRG or community panel. 

Priority 

 Somewhere to go outside the home  

 Encourage more co-worker or shared/office space. 

 How to get co-worker spaces collaboration (shared membership).  Networking like a 
directory of spaces  

 Work spaces focused on specific markets (ie industry based, type of work, or targeting key 
demographics). An example given was Cove Creatives in Newport, a group of 6 ladies with 
complementary businesses (all creative) who work individually within the one shopfront – 
they are all mothers with school age kids so the space accommodates their needs (ie kids 
hanging out on bean bags during school holidays) 

 St. George’s Business Hub in Chatswood good example 

 Libraries – provide role for Council in providing an alternate space which is free and 
unrestricted use 

 

 

https://www.covecreatives.com.au/
https://www.afr.com/property/commercial/national-australia-bank-and-st-george-bank-offer-co-working-spaces-to-customers-20150326-1m8pmk


 

2. Retaining and Growing Existing Business - Businesses Based Here 

Challenges 

 Question – do we need more businesses if 2nd largest number of businesses by LGA in 
NSW? 
Noted not just about business numbers, but about attracting mix of business type and 
stages of growth – professional services, start-ups 

 Lack of appropriate office space to grow key challenge – how much vacant office stock is 
there and quality? 
Lack of flexibility & room to grow – length of leases a challenge, reduce flexibility to expand 
locally – ideally businesses want to expand within the same suburb or precinct as 
customers know where their business is. 

 Access to labour markets is a challenge locally as businesses grow – appropriately 
qualified staff for expansion 

 Some businesses are quite transient – ie people can move and run their online business 
from anywhere. They are not tied to the Northern Beaches. 

 Office space in some centres is of poor stock resulting in high vacancy (especially first floor 
office) – eg Newport 

 Lack of amenity and activity, especially after hours 

 Insufficient room for existing businesses to grow in key hubs – such as Brookvale 

 How can Council make it easier to adapt use of space 

Priorities 

 Create more flexibility in the planning system 

 Enable more dual use of spaces (daytime shop night-time bar) 

 Highlight what spaces could be used for 

 Large campus for satellite offices / education hub – local university / tafe could help to 
supply required workforce 

 Change perception that the labour force doesn’t exist locally – talk to both people & 
employers. Suggestion: Lifestyle podcast of people working locally – use influences or 
promote people doing desired behaviours. 

 Can’t be too prescriptive in places such as Brookvale – reduce constraints on use 

 Encourage more creative spaces 

 Build community of local businesses – networking to connect employees to local business. 
Chambers of commerce, business networking groups, BNI’s, Manly Business Forum 

 

3 Attracting Businesses – Businesses Basing Themselves Here 

Challenges 

 Access to affordable premises and staff 

 
 

 



 

 Lack of awareness or identity around mix of businesses and where Northern Beaches has 
specialism 

 Need to change perceptions of Northern Beaches as a place to do business - “Northern 
Beaches” sounds like beach (ie hospitality businesses) not like work / business. Surry Hills 
or Maquarie Park are seen as places to do business. 
suggestion: Silicon Beaches 

 Potential for Frenchs Forest Business Park to attract new business activity, but 
disconnected from the planned town centre 

Prioritise 

 Develop a Business Brand for the Northern Beaches – a place to do business 
increase our reach across Northern Beaches Businesses – what are the benefits to 
businesses for talking to council? 

 Promote/ publicise successful businesses – need council to develop guidelines to enable 
them to promote businesses exhibiting desired behaviours. Promote “Hero Businesses” 
which represent the local industry specialisms 
There is nothing more convincing than people who are already doing it – promote the 
success stories 

 Attraction - Develop statistics on local businesses in addition to the education/skills of local 
community and combine with strong anecdotal evidence (e.g. Google staff wanting to work 
locally). Present this in appropriate forums - highlight to businesses and make it easier for 
landlords to ‘sell’ the Northern Beaches – Encourage landlords to do the attraction / 
retention piece including large corporates to set up local satellite offices. 

 Physical place to be the ‘home’ of professional businesses on the Northern Beaches – to 
make it visible – an identified hub. 

 Connecting existing businesses up and promoting current industry specialisms through a 
Business Fair/Expo 

 Bring in inspiring business speakers to business events 

 Highlight what is unique about our region – i.e. the coastline and opportunity for 
environmental sciences and technology 

 Leverage of the Hospital and health care sector to build on existing bio-medical base 

 Cut red-tape to enable more innovative business formats to emerge (removing simple 
change of use DA for low impact employment uses) 

 Look at trends in advanced manufacturing and connect with the Advanced Manufacturing 
Growth Centre 
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Activating our 
Places

Kath McKenzie
Executive Manager, Community 
Engagement and Communications

Background
• Placescore survey completed 2018

• 14 town centres – 4,401 community members responded

• Seaforth Activation Plan complete

• Newport Activation Plan progressing
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Manly Town Centre

• SWaT (Special Works & Transformation 
Team)

• Artistic hoarding at St Matthews Church 
(partnered with Church)

• Short Street Plaza exhaust stack murals 

• Market Lane Live – five Thursday night 
activations of Market Lane (partnered with 
Manly Business Chamber).

Activations - Manly
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Activations - Manly

Seaforth Village
• Seaforth Activation Plan
• Visual merchandising workshop
• SWaT (Special Works and Transformation). 

Activations - Seaforth 
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Activations  
Freshwater

• Harbord Literary Institute Centenary 
celebrations and flags

• Christmas late night shopping event  
(partnered with businesses)

• Freshwater Village Plaza new seating, 
two new murals and interpretive 
signage

• Organic Scarecrow pop-up fresh fruit 
and produce market.
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Activations
Brookvale
• Greening our Streets program 
40 planter boxes temporarily installed at the 
western end of Chard Road, testing 
opportunities for longer term improvements.

Narrabeen
• Pop-up café seating
Grumpy Cup Café provided milk crates to 
encourage utilisation of space. 

The area is currently experiencing significant 
extra foot fall and customers for the business. 

Activations - Forestville
Forestville
• Spring Nights – Four Thursday night activations (partnered with local 

businesses)
• Forestville Business Group formed with the support of Council
• Winter Festival held in July (joint business and Council event).
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Activations  
Mona Vale 
• SWaT

Newport
• Flag installation in village 

centre
• Activation Plan workshops –

business/community

Avalon
• Christmas tree lighting 

(partnership with Chamber 
and Council)

August 2019 

• Organic Scarecrow Fresh Fruit & Produce Market – Freshwater

• Finalisation of Newport Activation Plan

• Establishment of a Killarney Heights Working Group to drive business to the 
shopping centre and provide a platform for initiatives including:
– Partnership between business and service providers to make day trips to the 

shops, encouraging the aged or disability cohort to visit Killarney Heights

– Deliver a local event that encourages residents to spend time at the shopping 
centre with live music and performances.

Snapshot of future projects
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September 2019

• Assessment of continuation of fresh produce market at Freshwater

• Spring into Mona Vale program – Council/Business/Chamber

• Formation of Newport Working Group to deliver on activations – First 
meeting scheduled

• Commence Activation Program across LGA

• Dee Why Town Centre (Meriton Square) – September lunchtime program of 
busking “Beats to Eats”, “Bags to Riches” rummage style market  

• Business Disruption Workshop – Manly Town Hall- Date TBC – Realise 
Business/Council.

Snapshot of future projects

October

• Seaforth Spooky Halloween event – Council/Business
• SWaT at Narrabeen – works will focus on repairing bins and chairs, planting 

and sowing new grass and installing new bike racks
• Brookvale Family Fun Day.

November

• November in Newport (based on Spring into Mona Vale)-
Business/Council/Community – dependant on business buy in

• Developing a health and active-living promotion near Narrabeen Lagoon. The 
event will see Council partner with local gyms, bicycle and kayak hire and the 
Northern Sydney Local Health District. 

• Manly Corso street sale proposal – Chamber/Council.

Snapshot of future projects
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December

• Dee Why Town Centre (Meriton Square) – Christmas Carols by Grace 
City Church

• Christmas Decoration program – Town Centres

• Christmas late night shopping program – locations dependant on 
business buy in.

Snapshot of future projects

For your 
consideration 
and feedback.
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